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Welcome to the August edition of the FINIA
newsletter for 2018, keeping FINIA
members up to date with Fraser Island news
and current FINIA projects.
Our next meeting is being held at
Maryborough Town Hall on Tuesday 14
August from 10am to 2pm.
Thanks to our contributors and look forward
to seeing you at the meeting!

The Future of Waste on K’gari?
Since the last FINIA meeting, the Fraser
Coast Regional Council has been dealing
with submissions on the Future of
Fraser Island Waste. FINIA and FIDO
both made submissions with long-term
resident, David Anderson representing
FINIA at the Council’s Fraser Coast
Future Waste Forums held on K’gari.
FIDO believes that the key to finding a
more sustainable solution to K'gari’s
waste must be based on dealing more
effectively with compostable waste in
situ and proposes the establishment of
composters at Orchid Beach, Happy
Valley and Eurong.
Lady Elliott Island General Manager Peter Gash displays the island’s solution to dealing
with compostable waste

It was only the storage of compostable
waste over longer-term periods that K'gari campers and other spend on the island that that led to current
waste management policies. In 1985, the newly created Fraser Island Recreational Management Board
decided that visitors should NOT be required to Carry-in and Carry-out all of their own waste, a policy then
being established in all other Queensland National Parks. This left the State and Local Governments with
the obligations to carry off the island whatever waste visitors left behind.
The bulk of waste and rubbish generated on K'gari is now left at waste transfer stations from where it is
removed for mainland disposal. Until recently, each Waste Transfer Station had a recycling component
with bulk bins for general waste and yellow-topped bulk bins for recyclable material (paper, cans and

bottles). Last year, the recycling component scheme was abandoned because so much extraneous general
rubbish was being mixed with beverage containers in the recycling bins that continuation with this scheme
couldn’t be justified. Now all unseparated rubbish, including recyclable beverage containers, are dumped
in the same bulk-bins as general waste and compostables and delivered to a mainland landfill (in another
local authority area) for disposal.
FIDO’s advocacy for composters is based on our observations of the very progressive waste management
practices now being undertaken on Lady Elliot Island where particular attention has been given to the
treatment of compostable waste. Lady Elliot Island has a resort that is less than half the size of the Eurong
Resort (fewer than 100 tourist beds) yet the resort there has found it feasible to install a composter to deal
with food waste that it generates. The Lady Elliot Island composter is conveniently located within the
resort precinct and produces no foul odour. It takes kitchen waste in and produces useable compost out.
Like Fraser Island (Kgari), Lady Elliot Island is also a World Heritage island. It has tried burying
compostables, but that practice had to be abandoned due to the limited area available. There are similar
constraints on K'gari. After 48 hours of digestion, the Lady Elliot Island composter’s final product can be
used in landscaping on the island.
If K'gari’s compostables are dealt with in situ, there is no reason why all other waste shouldn’t be dealt with
on a Carry in—Carry out basis.
Article submitted by John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Pandanus Leaf Stripping – a Caring for Country Project
Queensland Parks and Wildlife recently engaged
the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation to conduct a
leaf-stripping project on K’gari (Fraser Island).
Teams of three Butchulla community rangers, with
the assistance of a Bunya Ranger, travelled to K’gari
and received training in the identification of
Jamella leafhopper, leafhopper egg rafts and leaf
stripping methods.
Following a three-hour training session, Butchulla
rangers led the leaf-stripping project in areas where
Pandanus was identified as suffering the dieback
effects of Jamella. Rangers worked in the worst
affected areas, removing all easily accessible dead
Butchulla rangers getting the job done!
leaf matter from trunks and branches of Pandanus
growing between Eurong and Cathedral Beach.
Further dieback of Pandanus in the areas where this work has been completed is now expected to be
significantly reduced.

A Pandanus tree before and after leaf stripping
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In total 663 Pandanus trees were stripped of dead and infected leaves by the team, covering 31.5
kilometres of fore dunes from Eurong to Cathedral Beach.
QPWS hopes to engage Butchulla Community Rangers for future work in all areas of Pandanus
management, so that they can continue to assist in Caring for Country, and further contribute to reducing
the ongoing effects of Pandanus dieback.
Note: Leaf stripping requires a hands-on approach, and involves the removal of the lower (older) leaves
occurring in on each growth head, until all damaged and necrotic leaves are removed. The amount of
leaves removed will differ depending on the stage of dieback, relative leafhopper infestation levels, and
time since dieback began. It can only effectively be performed on plants containing a trunk.
Contributed by the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

K’gari’s Great Plant Giveaway
In July, in a collaborative effort facilitated by FINIA, the Great Plant Giveaway was held at Eurong. It
offered stock raised in Eurong’s QPWS nursery by FIDO volunteers to be used by island property owners.
However, it was made clear that no plants could be removed from the island.
Because the Nursery is not open
to the public for security and
other reasons, the public was
invited to the Eurong township to
help themselves to whatever
plants took their fancy from a
selection of over 300 plants and
more than 20 species taken
down to the display area.
The Plant Giveaway is the first of
what is planned to be many
giveaways to encourage more
island residents and landholders
to plant native plants sourced
from genetic material sourced
only from K'gari. Unfortunately,
FIDO volunteers Ross Webster (Indooroopilly) and Gray Arden (Warrandyte,Victoria) standby
no precise statistics were kept for
ready to help any landholder wanting native plants for their island properties.
the event. This is something to be
rectified for the next event that we are anticipating will be held in the early part of 2019 (to coincide with
the best growing season). With the variety of species and the number available in the nursery continuing
to expand, it is now foreseeable to be able to distribute hundreds of plants annually.
Between half and 60% of the 300+ plants on offer were taken, but we think with better timing this could be
significantly improved. For example, if the distribution were during a school holiday period such as Easter
when more absent landholders might be in residence this would increase the uptake of plants. While
traditionally for cost and logistical reasons FIDO has avoided school holiday periods for working bees, it may
be a much more opportune time for landholders. It is something that FIDO has begun to explore in
readiness for the next Plant Giveaway.
The Plant Giveaway was also an opportunity to engage with some of the locals. The communication
between the landholders and the FIDO volunteers was two-way and this may be helping to encourage a
greater appreciation for K'gari’s native plants and its natural environment. FIDO is also hoping that as the
range of species that are raised in the nursery expands it will also be able to cater better to those
landholders who would love to see a riot of colour, such as dahlia beds, around their properties rather than
the natural bush colours.
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A significant start has been made and FIDO is anxiously hoping to have the financial resources to continue
this vital program now that funding support that used to come from the Burnett Mary Regional Group has
ceased.
Article submitted by John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

A Clash of Cultures Kills K’gari Icon
K'gari is inscribed on the World Heritage list for three
outstanding values. One of these is its outstanding
natural beauty. However, beauty is in the eye of the
beholder and on K'gari there are two incompatible
views of beauty when it comes to viewing the
vegetation. Where many find beauty in the bush, some
see the natural ecosystems as untidy and messy.
Opposite views are even more pronounced in the urban
areas where the rose garden mentality is in direct
competition with the natural values that brought about
K'gari’s World Heritage listing.

Tecomanthe hillii (Fraser Island Creeper) K'gari’s greatest
contribution to Australian horticulture (specimen growing at Su
Dawson’s home)

For four years, FIDO had been nurturing a Fraser Island
Creeper (Tecomanthe hillii) right beside the Eurong
restaurant. It was a challenge because an area,
vulnerable to salt spray and strong winds, isn’t the
natural habitat to this very special vine that bears the
most beautiful waxy burgundy bell shaped flowers in
amazing clusters. Tecomanthe hillii is almost endemic
to K'gari. The only other place in the world where
Fraser Island Creeper occurs naturally is in the Wet
Tropics World Heritage Area over 1000 kilometres
away.

FIDO found a small niche, out of the wind. By building
up the soil and with regular water and care the vine slowly became established in an area where it offered
to provide a great display as people entered or left the restaurant. Because the most attractive flowers
only grow from nodes on older wood, it takes four years before most Fraser Island Creepers come into full
bloom, but the display they put on in Spring makes the wait worthwhile.
This Spring, the Eurong Tecomanthes were due to be in full display at the time of the Spring School holiday
period, but that display will never be seen. In June, an order to “tidy up” the garden where the
Tecomanthes had struggled for four years to get established, meant that the new groundsman, unaware of
the values and history of these plants unwittingly removed the vines and took them to the dump like a
bundle of weeds.
Despite being inscribed for natural values, the obsession with tidiness and a notional idea of European
designed gardens are widely held on K'gari, creating significant environmental problems as a result of this
clash of values. Whereas most visitors are blown away by the variety and natural display of the island’s
vegetation some are continuing to see it only as a rough track to bounce over in a 4WD or a “bit of scruffy
bush” as Margaret Whitlam once famously described it.
K'gari will continue to suffer while there is a clash of cultures between the rose garden mentality and an
appreciation of its chaotic natural beauty.
Article submitted by John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation
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Rangers Burning Learning
Queensland Parks and Wildfire Service, Coastal and Islands region recently conducted their annual fire
management workshop at Rainbow Beach. The annual fire refresher training programme was attended by
staff working across the Great Sandy National Park (K’gari and Cooloola) and Marine Parks in the Great
Sandy Area, with a traditional Welcome to Country delivered by Mr Boyd Blackman.
Annual fire refresher workshops ensured all staff involved in planned burning and wildfire response are
aware of latest advances and technology in QPWS fire management practices and procedures. The
workshop also provides the opportunity to brush up on existing skills and share old knowledge with new
heads.

Left: QPWS Staff receiving a brief during a tactical field exercise and Right: Familiarisation session with Mercedes ‘G’-wagon and field
equipment (Photos contributed by QPWS).

The objective of the QPWS fire management programme is to maintain the critical role that fire has in the
cultural and natural landscape, while reserving highest priority for the protection of life and property.
Safety is the number one priority in all QPWS fire management activities and a large part of the workshop
agenda was devoted to technical and practical exercises covering ranger safety on the fire line.
All rangers and support staff who attended the workshop now have improved understanding and ability for
managing fire and the benefits that this has for protecting the cultural and natural landscape and
communities of the Great Sandy Area.
If you are wondering how Marine Parks and fire go together, Marine park rangers play a critical role in the
fire management on smaller National Park islands in the Great Sandy Strait as well as supporting fire
activities along coastal areas not readily accessible by road.
Contributed by Mark Cody (Principal Ranger Technical Support) and
Linda Behrendorff (Fire and Pest management) Coastal and Islands Region.

Sniffing out foxes on K’gari
QPWS has recently utilised the latest weapon in pest animal species management - sniffing out pest animal
species that have the potential to severely impact island ecosystems like Fraser Island (K’gari). Foxes are
the most recent pest species to have been ‘captured’ on trail cameras installed on K’gari. Foxes can
compete with the island’s top native predator, the dingo, for food resources and have the potential to
decimate the island’s threatened species such as ground parrot, marine turtle hatchlings, waders and small
mammal species. As part of a QPWS pest management funded program, QPWS worked with the Butchulla
Aboriginal Corporation (BAC) to ensure they were comfortable with the proposal to allow highly skilled
conservation detection dogs to access the normally domestic dog-free island, to sniff out the potential fox
threat.
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Tom Garrett’s springer spaniel ‘Rocky’ along with renowned dog trainer Steve Austin’s ‘Emma’, ‘Tommy’
and ‘Becky’ were contracted to help manage the potential incursion of foxes onto the World Heritage
Listed Area. A BAC cultural advisor was also contracted for two days during the conservation detection dog
activities, in a collaborative approach to the management of K’gari.

.
Left: Steve, Wayne (BAC) and Tommy inspect a cat track and right: Tom and Rocky on the Yankee Jack firebreak

The detection dogs’ roles over the two week period in June were to track the scent, and locate potential
proof that foxes are currently active on the island. Their search area was recorded by a GPS aversive collar
system which logged sixty-five kilometres of search area on the south western part of the Great Sandy
National Park (K’gari -Fraser Island section), between Snout Point and Kingfisher Bay. The aversion collar
system also prevented the dogs from working too far from their handler, while also providing them with
protection from potential dingo activity.
We are pleased to report that no foxes were detected during the survey period. It is now considered
possible that the foxes ‘captured’ on camera may have coincided with mainland flood events. It is also
unlikely that a fox would last long or have the ability to den with the resident dingoes hot on their tail. High
dingo track and scat activity was observed during the project. Cat (scat, print, scent), toad (scat) and pig
(scent) were also detected during the program. All cat tracks and fresh cat or pig scent indicated by the
detection dogs were recorded and correspond with QPWS recorded observations of widespread evidence
and activity of feral cat, and low activity of pig on the island.
Contributed by the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

Left: Original fox detection 2012-2015 and right: contracted conservation detection June 2018 and camera
survey sites
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K’gari-Fraser Island Mobile App
The University of the Sunshine Coast has developed the K’gariFraser Island App which is now available in the App store. Search
for ‘Fraser Island Guide’. The App is designed to assist USC’s
students and staff plan their trip to the Island, choose itineraries
and learn about K’gari. Given the University’s interest in Dilli
Village, all itineraries start at Dilli but can be adapted. The App is
available to the public, is not commercial and is free to anyone
who wishes to download it.
There are six sections to the App: ‘Need to Know’, ‘Learn’,
‘Explore’, ‘Connect’, ‘USC’ and ‘Photo gallery’. There are links to
the QPWS website and the BOM. Our aim is for people to have a
safe and engaging trip to the Island with an understanding that
everyone should be environmentally and culturally respectful.
Please download the App and take a look. The App has not been
officially launched and we very much welcome your feedback.
In the ‘Learn’ section you will see that we have provided links to
some publications held in the K’gari-Fraser Island Research
Archive. Material for the App was sourced primarily from the
K’gari-Fraser Island Research Archive and particularly the John
Sinclair collection. Thank you John!
The App can be updated at any time so as new publications
become available (or we are made aware of appropriate publications) we will attempt to link them to the
App.
Article contributed by Dr Kim Walker, University of the Sunshine Coast

Now it’s a Lantana Attack!
Following a very successful Easter Cassia
Blitz at Happy Valley at the end of April
where a very significant amount of Lantana
was also removed, FIDO volunteers at
Eurong in July turned their attention to
attacking Lantana. While very few lantana
plants inside the dingo fence have
managed to escape the vigilant attention of
the various teams over the years, beyond
the dingo fence - particularly surrounding
former rubbish dumps - it is a different
story.

After the bulk of the rubbish was removed in 1985 (above) the scars remained
and the soil, enriched with nutrient, provided an ideal seedbed for lantana.

Inspired by the Happy Valley effort, Eurong
volunteers have begun what is planned to
be an ongoing assault on two major
Lantana infestations one north and one
south of Eurong’s urban centre.

The larger lantana patch about 800 metres south of the village had operated as a shameful illegal dump
that spilt over on to the beach prior to 1985, when the new Fraser Island Recreation Board that introduced
a whole new management regime for waste disposal on K'gari.
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However, although the bulk of the rubbish was removed, one of
the legacies was the broken glass and smaller fragments that were
missed. Another legacy was the seedbed of weeds, especially
lantana, that have since taken off on the nutrient enriched soil. It
has formed impenetrable thickets in many places.
Although the spread of the dump area immediately north of the
Eurong dingo fence wasn’t as extensive, the legacy of Lantana
(and one very productive orange tree) in the south, it was similar.
It was into both areas that FIDO volunteers, armed with loppers
and herbicide bottles, began their forays to make some inroads
into these pesky pest plants. It is planned that over time on
successive working bees to progressively cut these thickets back
further and further making them more manageable. In the
process, volunteers have exposed other weeds that also need to
be urgently dealt with to prevent them spreading further afield.
Removing lantana is a task that should not be forever deferred
because FIDO has noted that once lantana has been cleared from
an area, biological agents are effectively preventing reinfestation.

FIDO volunteers attacking Lantana on USL
adjacent to Eurong Village

Article submitted by John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Give yourself a Pest Workout!
Live leaf succulent ( Bryophyllum pinnatum)
Fraser Coast Regional Council Local Law No.3 (Community &
Environment) 2011- Pest Plants
Found in Old gardens, under the canopy of trees on vacant land and
drainage lines throughout the Fraser Coast, Burrum River and foreshore,
Live Leaf is an escapee ornamental plants from Madagascar.
It is a perennial fleshy-leaved plant with scalloped margin, will grow at
each indent of each leaf margin.60-120 cm. Flowering from Winter to
Spring with pendulous bell-shaped lemon to green/pink flowers. Live
Leaf is HIGHLY TOXIC TO STOCK.
The plant spreads vegetatively and via garden waste, humans and water.
Live Leaf must be controlled and cannot be sold or supplied in the Fraser
Coast.
For more information, please contact Council Biosecurity Officers for
positive identification and for further info.
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Indian/Common Myna
Another call to action on the Indian mynas, with the added request
that people formally report any sightings.
What can you do? Learn to correctly identify Indian mynas (as
opposed to the native mynas)
Get involved in mapping: Where, when and how many mynas we see.
As part of a preventative approach to addressing the Common (or
Indian) Myna bird, Fraser Coast Council is looking to collect sighting
and activity reports within the region. These will be mapped to show
the distribution of the pest birds, where "hot spots" exist and to
identify possible nesting and roosting sites.
Record and Report:
Visit https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/pest-management/pest-animals and fill out councils form or
https://www.feralscan.org.au/mynascan/ Mynascan can be downloaded as an app on your phone to
record sightings, how many, damage and see if other sightings have been made and what controls.
Trapping: There are also helpful resources and links to trap making plans and further information.
For further information please Contact Council or visit the websites mentioned.
Article contributed by Juliet Musgrave, Fraser Coast Regional Council

Thank You to Our Sponsors!
As many of you would be aware, the Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance (FINIA) is a
non-incorporated, not-for-profit, umbrella organisation for its partners. As a nonincorporated organisation, we rely on our partners to support our activities for the
Fraser Island (K’gari) World Heritage site, with no dedicated funding to support our
meetings, administration and barge tranfers.
Without this generosity, FINIA’s activities would be far more challenging, so we
would like to acknowledge the following sponsors for their generous support:
Fraser Coast Regional Council – who provide a venue for our meetings.
FIDO – who sponsored the catering for the May meeting,
Kingfisher Bay Resort Group – who support many of our on-ground activities with
subsidised barge fees.
Add to this our amazing contributors, volunteers and donors—a special place
attracts special people. Thanks to you all for making FINIA work.

Dates for the Diary
What:
Where:
When:
For:

‘Snap Up Some Paradise’ photo competition
Online
Entries close Sunday 5 August
The ‘Snap Up Some Paradise’ photo competition celebrates the 25th anniversary of Fraser
Island’s (K’gari) inscription on the World Heritage List. To win, your submission must
showcase the natural beauty or cultural heritage of the island, depending on the category
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Cost:
More info:

What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:

What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:

What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:

you are entering. You can choose between K’gari’s landscapes, freshwater lakes, rolling sand
dunes, unique plant and animal communities or coastal marine systems, which correspond
with the three criteria that secured Fraser Island’s place on the World Heritage List. Winners
will have their work published in the 2019 Fraser Island ‘25th Anniversary’ Calendar, as well
as in the December 2018 Issue of Wildlife Australia Magazine.
Free
For more information, please check out the Department’s websote:
https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/management/world-heritage-areas/photo-competition.html
Cooloola Bioblitz
Rainbow Beach
3:30pm Friday 24 to Sunday 26 August 2018
A BioBlitz is an intense period of biological surveying in an attempt to record all the living
species within a designated area. Groups of scientists, naturalists and volunteers conduct an
intensive field study over a continuous time period. No natural history expertise is required
because there will be very experienced mentors and leaders accompanying all the teams on
their field excursions to help find, identify and document as many species as possible and
provide information. Information sessions and evening meals will be at the Rainbow Beach
Community Hall.
Registration is $22.19 from Eventbrite with options for lunches and dinners also available.
For more information and links to the registration page, please check out Cooloola
Coastcare’s website https://www.cooloolacoastcare.org.au/projects/bioblitz .
Bush Regeneration and Monitoring
Eurong, Fraser Island
21-27 October 2018 (Sunday to Saturday).
FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding –bush regeneration programs in Eurong since
2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced the weed
threats there. All will be based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village.
Work will focus on weeding, bush regeneration and building the capacity of the Eurong
nursery as well as continuing FIDO’s on-going environmental monitoring programs. In 2018,
this program will be led by Suzanne Wilson who has made such a great contribution to the
nursery. John Sinclair will be pleased to show volunteers as much of Fraser Island as is
possible in the time and he knows the island better than anyone else. Eurong Resort supports
this program and provides dinner for the volunteers each night.
$200 ($100 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
For more information or to download an application form, please check out FIDO’s website
www.fido.org.au.
Weed Management
Happy Valley, Fraser Island
18-24 November 2018.
Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation in and around
Happy Valley. A group of up to 8 will share “Kurrawa”, a comfortable holiday house in the
centre of Happy Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with
poisonous seeds, Abrus prectorius Var Africanus that is heavily impacting on the vegetation
but isn’t found anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus is coming under control the
team will be increasingly turning to eliminate large woody weeds Easter Cassia and Lantana.
Fitness is needed to carry heavy chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain.
$200 ($100 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
For more information or to download an application form, please check out FIDO’s website
www.fido.org.au.
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Funding Opportunities
What:
For:
When:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Gambling Community Benefit Fund
One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide
community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community.
Round 98 is now open and closes at 11.59pm on 31 August 2018.
cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/communitybenefit-funding-programs
Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training) and research/science. NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the
publication and dissemination of research information.
Opens 18th September (funding in November 2018)
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
Ian Potter Foundation
Sustainability, preservation of biodiversity and landscape-scale conservation are important
and complex challenges addressed in this program area. Our Environment & Conservation
program aims to support Australian urban and rural communities to better manage our
natural resources and preserve biodiversity in the face of challenges such as land
degradation, limited water resources and climate change.
Expression of Interest opens on 25 March and close on 19 April (for mid-September) 2019.
(03) 9650 3188 – Louise Arkles
admin@ianpotter.org.au
http://www.ianpotter.org.au/home
Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship
Founded by Dick Smith, each quarter up to $15,000 is made available for Australian
Geographic Society Project Grants. Funding provided by the Society for Project Sponsorship
targets all four Project Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment. The
society also offers seed grants between $500 and $3000.
Applications are now taken throughout the year for sponsorship rounds.
(02) 9263 9825
society@ausgeo.com.au
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-forsponsorship
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.
Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific localised environmental
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/
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